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LASTING VISION  

In 1901, Cogan was founded on a vision 
of developing long-lasting wire mesh 
products and enduring customer 
relationships. Generations later, our 
family-owned and operated business 
remains committed to those same 
traditional principles. 

That spirit of longevity and commitment 
to personal service defines who we are, 
what we deliver and how we treat our 
customers to this day. We think, build 
and design for the long-term. Always 
have. Always will. It’s part of the Cogan 
tradition—a tradition you can trust. 

FASTER. LEANER. BETTER.TM  

At Cogan, Faster, Leaner, Better reflects  
a streamlined, customer-focused 
process that sets a new standard for 
responsive service. It’s your assurance 
that you always get the exact products 
you want—right when you want them. 

Simply put, it’s our promise to you. Our 
commitment to continual improvement 
and just-in-time delivery. Our 
dedication to providing outstanding 
customer value—every day. 

Faster. Leaner. Better. It’s the Cogan 
competitive advantage and our way of 
making your business work better. 
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INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS 

Cogan is a leading manufacturer  
of a full complement of quality,  
cost-effective storage and guarding 
solutions for superior efficiency, 
productivity and profitability in 
space management. Our innovative 
product lines include structural 
steel mezzanines, cantilever racks, 
guardrails, partition systems and 
lockers for industrial and commercial 
applications. 

Each solution is custom-designed to 
meet your requirements and deliver 
the performance, reliability and ease of 
installation you expect—and deserve.

QUALITY TRADITION 

Over 100 years of experience goes  
into every product Cogan makes, so 
when we guarantee the structural 
integrity of our products for life, we 
mean it. All our products are backed 
by the Cogan Lifetime Structural 
Warranty.

Using only the best quality materials 
and workmanship along with the latest 
technology, our products continue to 
reflect the strength, innovation and 
quality tradition that are synonymous 
with the Cogan name.  

SEAMLESS SERVICE

From your request for a quote to final 
installation, our goal at Cogan is to 
make working together so seamless, 
it’s effortless. Our team of engineers  
is among the finest in the business, 
while our experienced staff and  
extensive dealer network across  
North America are committed to  
keeping you satisfied by providing  
the smartest, most cost-effective  
solutions to your specific needs. 

No other material handling provider 
can deliver a higher level of service  
or support than Cogan. And we’ve got 
the customer loyalty to prove it.



OUTSTANDING SUPPORT

The promise of a stress-free experience  
is built into every Cogan mezzanine 
system we design, build and deliver. 
Whether you need a standard or 
custom solution, our team of engineers 
will work closely with you to transform 
unused vertical space into a profitable 
storage area with minimal interruption 
to your workflow. 

Faster than you ever imagined possible,  
we can build an industrial strength 
mezzanine around the existing layout 
of your warehouse, matching its exact 
height, area and load requirements. 

INTELLIGENT SYSTEM
Increase your manufacturing and 
storage capacity fast—without 
incurring costly renovations or 
moving to a new facility—with a  
high-performance, structural steel 
Cogan mezzanine. Whether you need  
a little or a lot more floor space,  
Cogan has the perfect mezzanine 
solution to fit your warehouse, your 
timing and your budget. 

All freestanding Cogan mezzanines 
are engineered with your business in 
mind. Intelligently built, the modular 
components easily adapt to your 
evolving needs, providing the added 
value, flexibility and functionality you 
need in fast-changing times.

PRECISION MANUFACTURER

At the heart of our streamlined 
culture is our world-class capability 
in CNC Precision manufacturing and 
our expertise in engineering and 3D 
engineering software. This advanced 
technology ensures the accuracy of 
our designs resulting in considerable 
improvements in production efficiency, 
consistency, quality and flexibility. 

It’s just one more way in which we 
outperform our rivals to produce 
mezzanines of superior strength  
and durability, delivered faster,  
leaner and better for you. 
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For product specifications,  
 visit www.cogan.com

EXPRESS MEZZTM: FASTEST. LEANEST. BEST. 

Premium service at a competitive price. Cogan’s Express MezzTM service 
is the fastest, leanest and best option when you have a near impossible 
delivery date. Our accelerated service guarantees delivery of a complete, 
ready-to-assemble mezzanine within three weeks of signed approval plans. 

No contractors. No architects. Just send us the details of the building and 
additional space requirements, and we will return your plans to you, showing 
precisely how the mezzanine will be configured, for approval within three 
days or less of the order being placed. 
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FASTER DELIVERY 
• Reduced lead times: 
 just-in-time delivery 

• Innovative designs: 
 fast, easy installation

• Faster quoting system: 
 excellent response time

LEANER PROCESS 
• Streamlined manufacturing: 
 best quality at the best price

• Quality materials and workmanship: 
 unmatched reliability

• Fully engineered in-house: 
 superior quality control

• Modular components: 
 adaptable to your needs 

BETTER SERVICE 
• Lifetime structural warranty: 
 peace of mind

• 24/7 installation and engineering 
 expertise: complete customer support

• Live on-line meetings for CAD 
 drawing approval: greater accuracy 
 and efficiency

• On-site consultation and service: 
 partners in success

MORE ADDED VALUE 

At Cogan, less means leaner. And 
leaner means more—more added 
value for you. Our quality, steel-
engineered Cogan mezzanines  
meet the most stringent industry 
standards and code requirements. 

With fewer structural components 
(columns, beams and joists) and 
numbered parts, a Cogan mezzanine 
is easy to assemble and take apart.  
You focus on your business. We create  
functional space that’s so adaptable,  
it evolves with your needs. 
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COST-EFFICIENT SPACE

Double your floor space at a fraction  
of the cost of an expansion with a 
Cogan mezzanine. Box stores make 
better use of overhead space and 
benefit from an extra floor of display 
area, while offices develop a new, 
dynamic flow. 

Whether you need extra warehouse 
space, a catwalk, additional work 
stations or any of the hundreds of  
other mezzanine possibilities, Cogan  
provides the lasting value and versatility  
to keep pace with the growth of your 
business. 

QUALITY CONSTRUCTION 

From design to installation, a Cogan  
mezzanine is innovation at its best.  
Supporting columns are simply bolted  
to the ground, taking up as little floor 
space as possible. A series of beams  
is then bolted on to the columns and  
the flooring system is fastened on top.

The steel construction is engineered  
to optimize strength and durability, and  
to handle the wear and tear of industrial 
storage. If it’s a Cogan mezzanine— 
standard or fully custom—it is one step 
ahead in performance and ingenuity. We 
know because we build them that way. 
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For product specifications,  
 visit www.cogan.com

SMART STAIRCASES  

Cogan staircases are maintenance-
free, built to last, and easy to 
assemble. 

With their simple nut-and-bolt 
connections, our galvanized,  
anti-slip stair treads fit exactly  
where you need them: mezzanines,  
in-plant offices, racking or 
shelving systems, and more. 
 

EXCLUSIVE HANDRAILS 

At Cogan, our standard handrail is 
available in a two- and three-rail 
design complete with galvanized finish. 
Easily cut to size and reattachable 
without welding, it is one of the most 
innovative on the market. Upon 
installation, the continuous handrail 
post design eliminates the need for 
notching the deck surface, saving time 
and reducing the potential for error.

Our upgraded welded mesh 2” x 2”  
with kick plate handrail is the perfect 
choice to meet stringent code 
applications or for providing a more 
aesthetic look. 
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DECk OPTIONS  

A choice of durable flooring options in 
composite resin board over a corrugated 
steel deck, diamond plate over a 
corrugated steel deck and open steel 
galvanized grating or welded bar grating. 

SAFETY PIVOT GATES 

A safe and secure loading zone on your 
mezzanine with the best fall protection 
on the market—a Cogan safety gate. 

ADAPTABLE GATES 

Your choice of gates that redefine  
efficiency and flexibility—swing 
or sliding.
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PROVEN SUCCESS

We’ve been manufacturing quality wire 
and metal solutions in North America 
for over ten decades. Our cantilever 
racking system is another prime 
example of our proven track record 
for bringing vision, innovation and 
functionality to the material handling 
industry. 

With Cogan, you get more than you 
pay for—more value, more reliability 
and more support. 

HIGHEST STANDARDS 

At Cogan, we’re always evolving, 
always looking for new ways to 
improve or expand our product line 
to better meet your growing needs. 
Our latest product reflects the same 
commitment to excellence and to 
customer satisfaction on which we 
have built our reputation. 

Using our advanced manufacturing
techniques and know-how, the Cogan
cantilever system responds to the most
stringent standards in the industry.

OPTIMUM STRENGTH 

Reflecting our dedication to industry 
leadership, our structural steel 
cantilever racking system is exclusively 
designed and built to rival the strongest, 
leanest and best heavy-duty racking 
solution on the market. 

Ideal for storing short, long or 
awkwardly-shaped items—from 
steel sheets and poles to dry wall 
and lumber—our cantilever racks 
are easy to install and space efficient, 
optimizing the productivity and 
profitability of your work environment. 
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For product specifications,  
 visit www.cogan.com

HEAVY-DUTY

This heavy-duty cantilever racking will 
be your choice for serious storage. 
Load capacity is unlimited because 
each order is engineered to your 
specifications.

MEDIUM-DUTY

For handling and storage of medium-
duty loads between 750 - 1,500 lb per 
arm. The hybrid design meets most 
daily storage needs, without breaking 
your budget.

LIGHT-DUTY

The boltless connection makes for fast 
installation and easy 3” arm adjustment, 
providing a very economical system for 
light-duty loads between 100 - 750 lb 
per arm. 

Patent pendingOptional stopper arm pins

Safety
pin

OUTSTANDING DESIGN
• Structural steel components provide superior   
 strength and durability.

• Built tough for indoor or outdoor use

• Both single and double-sided urights are available

• Unobstructed front access speeds up loading and   
 unloading 

• Easily adjustable racks allow greater storage           
 capacity
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DEPENDABLE PROTECTION

Protect your people and your property from the 
ground up with Cogan barrier guardrails and rack 
protectors—the permanent solution to your guarding 
needs. Versatile, affordable and extremely durable, 
our high-quality line is on the job 24/7 giving you 
faster, leaner and better protection right where you 
need it—when you need it. 

Our guardrails are the perfect safeguard from 
machinery, conveyors, rack-aisle ends, inventory  
areas and loading docks. They work equally well 
protecting mezzanines, offices, walls, heating and 
cooling equipment, and computer control centers. 
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For product specifications,  
 visit www.cogan.com

RELIABLE SAFETY

Safety comes standard with Cogan guardrails—security caps on all posts, 
bolted connections and a durable, powder-coated, safety-yellow finish that 
increases visibility and stands up to traffic and the test of time. 

Simple to assemble, all our guardrail solutions reduce costly installation 
charges and interruptions. You benefit from a safer working environment 
that protects your people, products and profits—securely and reliably.  
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BARRIER GUARDRAILS

Install a Cogan barrier guardrail 
system and create a protective 
shield between your workers and 
your equipment. It’s the trouble-
free solution to your peace of mind. 
Built from the best quality materials, 
our barrier guardrails are strong, 
and adaptable and—when properly 
installed—engineered to withstand a 
10,000-lb impact at 4 m.p.h.

Count on our barrier guardrails 
to direct traffic in your warehouse 
and increase safety, efficiency and 
productivity.  

RACk PROTECTORS

Cogan’s Rack-Pal is the smart choice 
when you need light-to-medium 
duty guardrails close to the ground. 
Available in stock sizes of 24”, 42” and 
48” as well as custom sizes, its sturdy 
all-steel construction delivers long-
lasting protection.

Easy-to-install and economical, our 
rack post protectors provide just the 
right amount of protection around 
individual racking posts. Choose from 
three convenient stock sizes or order 
custom.



TIME-TESTED SOLUTION

At Cogan, we don’t simply optimize 
space—we transform it to work 
harder and better for you. When it 
comes to engineering efficient and 
functional storage space, we provide 
one of the finest products on the 
market—the original Cogan Safegarde 
partition system. 

Developed by Cogan over 50 years 
ago, it has withstood the test of  
time and continues the tradition of  
superior quality, functional design  
and structural integrity that has made  
Cogan an industry leader.

TROUBLE-FREE SECURITY

Boasting a structural, heavy-duty 
frame with 10-gauge 2” x 2” welded 
mesh, our partitions create highly 
secure and efficient space virtually out 
of thin air. Strong and versatile, our 
system’s ultra-resilient design ensures 
24/7 protection while allowing air to 
circulate and light to penetrate fully. 

Its all-steel construction resists wear  
and requires no maintenance, saving 
valuable time and money, a key feature  
in its broad appeal to industrial markets. 

SkILLED ENGINEERS

Offering the finest support in the 
industry, our skilled engineers can 
help to configure your partition any 
way you want, building alongside 
existing structures or creating an 
enclosed room, with a variety of door 
and lock options to fit your space and 
needs just right. 

Whether you choose from our standard  
in-stock options or prefer a custom 
configuration for corner, three-sided 
or fully enclosed installations, our 
engineers will ensure you get what’s 
best for you.

Visit www.cogan.com for standard 
door, panel and post sizes.



LIFETIME GUARANTEE

Our partitions come with the Cogan Structural Lifetime 
Warranty—the best in the business—and feature our 
classic and durable powder-coated gray finish for long-
lasting protection. 

Whatever you need, Cogan has the system to optimize 
protection, value and peace of mind, keeping your goods 
totally secure, your operations productive and you 
totally satisfied.
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VAST EXPERIENCE

Ideal for small or large warehouses, machine and 
conveyor guards, construction sites and an infinite variety 
of infrastructure, Cogan partitions are the economical 
and reliable solution to safeguard your inventory and 
equipment.

No-one in the industry can match our experience in 
designing and building wire mesh partitions. With our 
commitment to continual improvement, you always get a 
superior quality product that is delivered faster, designed 
leaner and works better for you.

For product specifications,  
 visit www.cogan.com
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PROVEN RELIABILITY

We’re proud to say that few products have proven to be as reliable as a  
Cogan-manufactured solution. Our wire mesh rack guards are no exception.

Rigid, resilient and maintenance-free, Cogan rack guard panels bolt directly 
to pallet uprights, forming a sturdy wall of protection for your employees. 

For product specifications,  
 visit www.cogan.com
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LASTING PROTECTION

Boasting an exceptional all-welded, 
angle-frame design, our rack guards 
are engineered tough for dependable, 
long-lasting protection.

They keep your employees safe from 
any falling debris—should a fork-lift 
or other in-plant vehicle accidentally 
bump the pallet—and your inventory 
secure and visible. 

FAST ASSEMBLY

With a simple nut-and-bolt assembly, 
installation is quick and easy, minimizing 
costs and maximizing savings.

Our years of know-how combine with 
cutting-edge technology to produce 
superior quality wire rack guards that 
protect your people, products and 
productivity—better. 

CONSTANT EVOLUTION

Top-quality materials, craftsmanship 
and our commitment to constant 
evolution are the cornerstone of our 
remarkable longevity and proven track 
record of customer satisfaction. 

It’s also why Cogan rack guards 
consistently outperform in every 
crucial area—including price.



SUPERIOR CONSTRUCTION 

Available in a freestanding or floor-
to-ceiling post design, Econo-Fence 
is engineered strong for top-notch 
support and rigidity. The telescopic 
base plate and sleeves are easily 
adjustable for added strength and 
flexibility. 

Galvanized components are corrosion- 
resistant for long-lasting, maintenance- 
free protection. Your system looks 
great even after years of use. 

PRACTICAL STORAGE

In-stock and ready to deliver, our 
galvanized all-steel Econo-Fence is the 
durable, practical and multi-purpose 
solution for converting any space into 
a secure storage area—faster, better 
and more efficiently. 

Our unique patent-pending design 
allows you to order standard size 
components and easily customize the 
layout on-site, saving valuable time. 

Our open, wire mesh design ensures 
all safeguarded property is in constant 
view, while allowing air to circulate and 
light to penetrate fully.

ECONOMICAL SOLUTION 

Because it uses fewer components,  
no system installs faster than a  
Cogan Econo-Fence, making it  
the lowest cost wire mesh storage  
system on the market. 

Thanks to its modular and movable 
design, ownership is trouble-free— 
the system adapts easily to your 
growing needs or environment. 
Choose from three standard panel 
sizes 3’ x 8’, 4’ x 8’ and 5’ x 8’ to 
customize your Econo-Fence layout. 

Visit www.cogan.com for standard  
door and post sizes. 

Systeme #2

Floor to ceiling storage locker with extend 

wire mesh on front and side panels
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IDEAL SYSTEM

When compared to dry wall, wood and other wire 
products, our Econo-Fence provides more of 
everything you need—a clean, attractive design, 
simple assembly, adaptability and affordability, 
making it the perfect storage solution for your 
application. 

It’s also another example of our ongoing 
commitment to provide streamlined efficiency and 
outstanding customer value—Faster, Leaner, 
Better—today and every day.

LEADING-EDGE DESIGN 

Ideal for industrial or residential 
applications—from warehouses to 
condominiums—our Econo-Fence boasts 
thick, heavy-duty 6- and 8- gauge welded- 
mesh panels that don’t require an angle 
frame. 

This design innovation allows any necessary 
trimming around water pipes, wall 
irregularities or obstructions to be done right 
on-site, ensuring ease of installation, lower 
costs and a system that’s built to deliver 
adaptable performance for many years 
to come. 

For product specifications,  
 visit www.cogan.com

Patent pending

Systeme #5

Free standing storage locker with roof mesh

Systeme #7

Suspended storage locker
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